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Center for the Arts Evergreen
The Building of Our Vision





In the fall of 2015, Center for the Arts Evergreen acquired the old 
Bergen Park Church for its new home.  This book is a visual journey 
of the conversion from old church to new art center.

CAE ANNOUNCES...

OUR NEW HOME!

Center for the Arts EvergreenCAPTIAL CAMPAIGN BUILDING PROJECT



Center for the Arts Evergreen, with generous contributions from 

our community, began planning renovations in September of 

2015.  An introductory meeting was held in March of 2016 to 

show our new home to those who helped make it happen and 

to explain the process it would take to ultmately build our vision.  

Fund raising has continued through shows, events, and even a 

pancake breakfast.





The project required extensive demolition, beginning with a specialized crew for asbestos mitigation and 

continuing with removal of every floor down to the level of the lowest concrete.









With the all of the old flooring 

ripped out and new concrete 

brought up to a single level 

throughout the building  

(formerly at 5 different levels),  

all new walls were constructed. 
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With new walls in place, heating,  

ventilation and air conditioning  

systems were installed, and walls 

were well padded to keep our new 

home comfortable and safe for the 

art that will live here.



Once all the structure and systems were 

in place, drywall and paint begin to make 

our new home look the part.

Gallery, reception and classroom  

areas will be the hubs of activity in 

our new center.



Board member Mark Johnston performs 

some of the landscaping excavation and 

later, project manager Brian Wagner 

oversees more work in the back.

The outside of the building also gets 

the full treatment - serious landscaping 

with concrete entry and walkways.
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Just a few of the folks involved 

during the project.
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Evergreen historian and preservationist, Barbara 
Sternberg, provided a vision and initial seed funding 
for this project.  In November, 2016 our new home was 
dedicated by Jefferson County as a historic landmark, 
preserving Barbara’s vision.  As an important part of 
Evergreen’s history, this achives our goal of “bringing 
the arts and the community together” and created a 
permanent home for the arts.
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  Center for the Arts Evergreen
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CAE’s Staff and the Campaign Committee extends its gratitude to 
Bergen Park Development LLC, the Mountain Community, and the 
many donors who provided the funding, resources, and made this 
project possible. 

Your efforts and support have preserved an important part of  
Evergreen’s history and created a lasting community resource to 
be utilized by generations to come.  

Architect:  Eric Maule

Construction: Commercial Construction  
and Architecture Inc.

Project Manager: Brian Wagner - CCAI

CAE Owner Representative: Mark Johnston
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